
From:Editor VolusiaExposed <editor@volusiaexposed.com>
To:agant@volusiasheriff.gov

Cc:
thomass@sao7.org, metz.matthew@pd7.org, mchitwood@volusiasheriff.gov, lwilliams@vol
usiasheriff.gov

Subject:PRR- FDLE report - OR-27-0395
Date:Wed, 15 Feb 2023 13:21:23 -0500

                                                  FDLE – and others were included via bcc

Andrew Gant
PIO - VSO

Andrew (and other that may be able to assist):

As you may be aware - VolusiaExposed.Com is developing an article regarding the recent plea deal and 
sentencing of Nicole Jackson-Maldonado (15 year-old juvenile defendant)

First - we make a public record request (PRR) for the FDLE shooting investigation report number 
OR-27-0395 - as so indicated within the below linked VSO shooting investigative report. 
http://volusiaexposed.com/investigations/vcso/2021/september/IA21006Severaldeputies.pdf

We anticipate questioning within our article - whether the AK-47 rifle was ever fired during the shooting 
incident (by either child). 

VSO Deputy Lemay's report seems to indicate that the weapon was not fired (see below linked report - 
see page 3).
http://volusiaexposed.com/vcso/2022/nicolejackson92022/chargingreport.pdf

We obviously want to see what the FDLE investigative report concluded regarding the AK-47 rifle.

On the night of the shooting - Sheriff Chitwood stated that the AK-47 was fired (see attached youtube 
video - as incorporated to our pending article). 
https://youtu.be/1VMwsKcRRJI

Does Sheriff Chitwood still insist that the AK-47 was fired - or does he wish to retract that statement -  in 
similar fashion as he did regarding his statement that Ms. Jackson-Maldonado had set a 
home on fire in Flagler County.

We have watched and listened to several hours of BWC video - and no where - do we hear the distinctive 
"crackle" of AK-47 gun fire. 

Further matters we wish to resolve (and seek your assistance in resolving)

1. Regarding the VSO internal investigative report (see below linked) - Deputy Anthony Ray was cleared 
in the shooting by the State Attorney - but he is not mentioned as being cleared by FDLE (see body of 
text of VSO report - below linked report) Was that just a typo error - or did FDLE fail to clear Deputy Ray?
http://volusiaexposed.com/investigations/vcso/2021/september/IA21006Severaldeputies.pdf
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2. Cpl. Tony Tagle from the DeLand police department was noted as having some involvement with 
this shooting incident (possible witness?)(again refer to the above linked VSO investigative report).  Our 
rationale for vetting Cpl. Tagle's involvement - is that - one of Ms. Jackson-Maldonado's defense 
attorneys' (Allison Hughes) spouse is employed as a lieutenant with the DeLand PD. Per our 
understanding - Lt. Hughes is in charge of criminal investigations. 

Of further significance - Mr. Larry Avallone - another one of Ms. Jackson-Maldonado's defense team - is a 
former VSO deputy. 

It is our (VolusiaExposed.Com) intentions to do a fair and accurate account of the shooting incident - the 
investigations (both VSO and FDLE) - and other matters attached to Ms. Jackson-Maldonado's Court 
disposition - but in fairness - we need some clarity and records from your office in order to complete our 
review. 

Sorry for being such a PIA about this - but 60 years (20 yrs prison / 40 yrs probation) of a young girl's life 
hangs in the balance. 

Regards,

VolusiaExposed.Com
editor@volusiaexposed.com

cc - as indicated
bcc - several (many internal to VolusiaExposed.Com)
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